ABSTRACT
Introduction
Robot planning [1] is the behavior planning process to reach the goal, it mainly includes two problems: generate the action sequence to reach the goal, and obtain the dynamic knowledge in the process of reasoning.
Petri net [2] [3] is a formalized description tool and suitable model for modeling the system characterized by synchronism, dynamics, concurrency. Silva [4] converted the planning graph to the acylic Petri net to plan, but can not represent the incomplete state knowledge. Vittorio [5] introduced a method for robot planning based on Petri net, formally describing actions and the relations between the actions, but it lacks the formal description for the state including the environment state and robot state, can not generate automatically the action sequence to the goal, and also can not represent the incomplete knowledge.
The above work can not realize the robot planning, namely, automatically generate the action sequence to the goal and obtain the knowledge in the process of the reasoning, finally realizing robot planning in incomplete environment.
In this paper, the sensor is introduced into the robot, converting the process of sensing the state to the sensing action of the according CPNI net system, through the sensing action, the robot can get the new knowledge of the world state, realizing the representation of the dynamic and unknown environment and then reasoning in an incomplete environment. The Fluent Calculus [6] [7] , sensing action and the external action are introduced to the generating algorism of the CPNI net system, the generated CPNI net system can not only realize robot planning and also the dynamic knowledge of the robot reasoning.
Reasoning Rule and the Example

Fluent Calculus
As for the Fluent Calculus, all changes to the world can be the result of named actions. A possible state history is a sequence of actions to reach the goal called situation. Fluent is for representation of the atomic properties of the physical world. The function State(s) denotes the state in situation s, which links the two key notions named state and situation.
Precondition axioms are used to formally specify the circumstances under which an action is possible in a state in situation s, denoted by predicate Poss (a, state(s)) showed in Equation (1) , which means at the state state(s), the action A(x) can be executed. The   , A x z   as a pure state axiom about z is the conjunction of the conditions under which the action can be happened. 
Example for Fluent Calculus
The robot example is showed as Figure 1 . The round represents the robot. There are four rooms such as R501, R502, R503, R504, and alley. Every neighbor room is connected by a door, and the door also connects the neighbor room and alley, for example, D12 connects room R501 and room R502, and DA2 connects Alley and room R502.
The actions which the robot can do are as follows: go (door), enter(room) and open(door), the precondition axiom and the state update axiom are as follows:
1) The action go(x) means robot goes to the door x. The constraint is the door x' which the robot currently at is different from the goal door x, the constraint can be defined in the guard function of the transition. The precondition axiom and the state update axioms will be described showed in Equations (3) and (4):
The Equation (3) represents the preconditions of the action go(x), In(r)At(x') denotes the robot is at the door x' of the room r, c(x1,r,_) represents the door x1 connects the room x1 and _.
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The Equation (4) represents the successor state of action go(x), the predicate c(x',r,_) represents the unchanged state, the adding state v  is represented by the predicate At(x) The removed state v  is represented by the predicate At(x'), and it means the robot is not at the door x' of the room r.
2) The action enter(r) represents the robot enter the room r, the constraint is the current room r' which agent in is different from the goal room r. The precondition axiom and the state update axioms are showed as Equations (5) and (6):
The Equation (5) represents the precondition of the action enter(r), namely, the robot is at door x in the room r' and the door is closed.
Poss enter r s Holds In r
The successor state of the action enter(r) showed in Equation (6) are as follows: The adding state v  is closed(x), the deleted state is closed(x).
3) The action open(x) represents opening a door. The precondition axiom and the state update axiom are showed as Equations (7) and (8) 
The Equation (7) represents the preconditions of the action: the predicate closed(x) represents the door x is closed and the robot has the key to the door x. 
The Equation (9) shows the precondition of the action check_true(x) and check_false(x) is that robot do not know the state of door x. 
The Equation (10) denotes shows the successor state of action enter(r), if the robot senses the door is closed, then the adding state v  is closed(x), else the adding state is  closed(x).
CPNI Net System
The Introduction for CPNI Net
Definition 1 A CPNI net system is a 7-tuple system ∑ = (P, T v ; F, C, I−, I+, M 0 ), which is a timed colored Petri net system has the following characteristics:
1) The place i p P  represents the states place and the auxiliary place, the state place includes both the state of robot and the environment state, the auxiliary place is playing an auxiliary role in the robot planning such as the sensor place, the action sequence place and the goal place.
2) The transition t T  represents the actions which the robot has the ability to do. The actions include external action and sensing action.
3) M 0 is the initial state represents the initial state of the agent and the environment.
The Representation of External Action
Definition 2 The external action in the robot planning can be represented as Figure 2 . The place p i1 , p i2 , ···, p ik denotes the removed states, p o1 , p o2 , ···, p om denotes the adding states, p io1 , p io2 , ···, p io denotes the states represented by the same place including the unchanged states (the place and the token are the same before and after action happened) and the changed states (the place is the same and the token is changed).
The Representation and the Sensing Action
Definition 3 The internal action namely the sensing action is showed as Figure 3 , the place _ P Sense denotes the existing of the sensor, according to the different sensors, there are different sensing actions. If there are tokens in place _ P Sense , then the robot can do the sensing action, the transition check_true(x) represent when the robot sensing the state is true, then a token is flowed to the place Check_state, while the transition check_ false(x) represents when the robot sense the state is holding, then a negative token is flowed to the place _ Check state . 
The Constructing Algorism for CPNI Net System
The input of algorism: the precondition axiom and the successor state axiom, the initial state and the goal state. The output of algorism: the robot planning CPNI net system.
Step 1 Define P, T, F, C, I − , I + , M 0 as set, P is the collection of places, ActionSequences p P  stores action sequence, Goal p P  stores the goal of agent, T is the collection of timed transition, F is the collection of arc, I − and I + are the arc set, M 0 is the initial marking converting from initial state, for the convenient, the subset F1 of F is defined.
Define i as a counter, the initial value of i is 1
Step 2 Loop the implementation of the following part until all the preconditions and successor states of the action have already been constructed, and when the i-th action is executing, T = T ∪{t i }; //Action is represented by transition "R503"),("D34","R503","R504"),("DA2","Alley","R50 2"),("DA3","Alley","R503"),("DA4","Alley","R504")}}.
The transition go(x), enter(r) and open(x) represents the action of robot such as go(x), enter(r) and open(x), respectively. The internal action needs two transitions to denote, the transition check_true(x) denotes the executing action when the sensing state is true, while the check_ false(x) denotes the executing action when the sensing state is false.
The goal for robot is in room "R501", so the four places to represent the goal marking is:
Using the constructing algorism of CPNI net system for the office instance, the simulation result is showed in Figure 4 using CPNTools [8] .
The simulation result is shown in Figure 4 , the CPNI net system is at the end state, the token in the place In is "R501", the token in the place AT is "DA1", and the robot has realized the goal.
The action sequence showed in place Action-Sequence is showed as: 1"go(DA3),check_true(DA3),enter(Alley), go(DA2),check_true(DA2),enter(R502),go(D12),check_ false(D12),go(DA2),enter(Alley),go(DA1),open(DA1), enter(R501)", From the action sequence place we can conclude: when the sensor robot go to the unknown state door such as "DA3", the robot will use the sensor to sense the door state, and get the state of the door is not closed, so the state of door "DA3" is updated, and a token "-DA3" is flowed to the place Closed. When the robot go to the door D12, then the sensing action check_false(D12) happened, so the robot can not go to the goal room through the door, therefore, the robot re-plan to the door D12, and finally searched a path from the initial state to the goal state.
Conclusions
This paper does some tries in applying sensor in the robot planning and resolves the robot planning in incomeplete environment. Compared to the former work in the literature [3] [4] [5] 9] , our paper does some tries to represent robot planning in incomplete environment, which is realized by divided the actions to two sorts, one is external action which the robot used to change itself and environment state, and the other is the sensing action which the robot used to sense the unknown environment state. The next work is to use hierarchical Petri net to represent robot planning to solve the state explosion problem.
